Investigation into the valence electronic structure of norbornene using electron momentum spectroscopy, Green's function, and density functional theories.
Results of a study of the valence electronic structure of norbornene (C(7)H(10)), up to binding energies of 30 eV, are reported. Experimental electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS) and theoretical Green's function and density functional theory approaches were utilized in this investigation. A stringent comparison between the electron momentum spectroscopy and theoretical orbital momentum distributions found that, among the tested models, the combination of the Becke-Perdew functional and a polarized valence basis set of triple-zeta quality provides the best representation of the electron momentum distributions for all 19 valence orbitals of norbornene. This experimentally validated model was then used to extract other molecular properties of norbornene (geometry, infrared spectrum). When these calculated properties are compared to corresponding results from independent measurements, reasonable agreement is typically found. Due to the improved energy resolution, EMS is now at a stage to very finely image the effective topology of molecular orbitals at varying distances from the molecular center, and the way the individual atomic components interact with each other, often in excellent agreement with theory. This will be demonstrated here. Green's Function calculations employing the third-order algebraic diagrammatic construction scheme indicate that the orbital picture of ionization breaks down at binding energies larger than about 22 eV. Despite this complication, they enable insights within 0.2 eV accuracy into the available ultraviolet emission and newly presented (e,2e) ionization spectra. Finally, limitations inherent to calculations of momentum distributions based on Kohn-Sham orbitals and employing the vertical depiction of ionization processes are emphasized, in a formal discussion of EMS cross sections employing Dyson orbitals.